
Obama Foundation Held (and May Still Be Holding) Classified Documents in an
Unsecured Furniture Warehouse but FBI Doesn’t Care

Description

USA: A letter has been uncovered that shows that Barack Obama maintained classified records 
in an unsecured storage facility in a furniture warehouse.  Yet, the FBI never raided the 
warehouse?

The FBI raided President Trump’s home in Mar-a-Lago in August.  This corrupt gang under Biden AG
Merrick Garland claimed they were after classified documents.  It was also reported that the FBI was
after nuclear-related documents but that was a lie. Biden’s White House claimed they didn’t know
about it.  This was also a lie.

Never in US history had a President’s home been raided by the FBI.  

It was clear that the FBI wanted documents housed by President Trump.  The most likely reason to
date is that the FBI didn’t want any of the documents released to the public that showed that the
corrupt FBI and DOJ leftovers from the Obama regime were involved in a coup of the Trump
Presidency.

The documents at President Trump’s home were maintained under lock and key as recommended by 
the FBI.  But the FBI still raided the President’s home to steal these documents.

Now we find out that former President Obama still maintains classified documents from his 
administration at a former Sears warehouse.  

Conservative Treehouse reported:

“Hoffman Estates” is a previously abandoned Chicago area Sears furniture warehouse. 
The Obama Foundation leased, then re-upped the lease, to use the facility to store all the
paper documents from the Obama administration {Location Link}.
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The Obama administration told the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA)
they were going to upload the documents into a digital form for use in the Obama library. 
The paper documents were, still are, held at the Hoffman Estates warehouse while this
digitization process took place.  It should be noted, the Obama Foundation has never
digitized the records, hence they renewed the warehouse lease.

Contrast against the DOJ-NSD legal position about classified records held in the secure
facility of Mar-a-Lago, a 2018 letter {Obama.org pdf here} from the Obama Foundation to
the NARA is an example of the two-tiered selective justice system.  Within the 2018 letter
the Obama team admit to storing both “classified and unclassified” documents at the
warehouse: [Page #2, bullet-point 7]

The FBI never raided the old Sears warehouse to obtain the classified documents there.  They left the
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multiple corrupt activities of the Obama regime alone.

This is the FBI today.

by Jim Hoft
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